We present high accuracy relativistic coupled cluster calculations of the P -odd interaction coefficient WA describing the nuclear anapole moment effect on the molecular electronic structure. The molecule under study, BaF, is considered a promising candidate for the measurement of the nuclear anapole moment, and the preparation for the experiment is now underway [Altunaş et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 120, 142501 (2018)]. Influence of various computational parameters (size of the basis set, treatment of relativistic effects, and treatment of electron correlation) on the calculated WA coefficient is investigated and a recommended value of 147.7 Hz with an estimated uncertainty of 1.5% is proposed.
I. INTRODUCTION
The standard model (SM) of particle physics, unifying the electromagnetic, weak, and strong forces by which the fundamental particles interact, has proven to be valid within unprecedented accuracy. However, the SM as we know is incomplete and many open questions remain that lie beyond its current formulation [1] ; among the most important are the origin of dark matter and dark energy, neutrino mass and oscillations, matter-antimatter asymmetry and the unification with the gravitational force. These open questions motivate both formulations of new theories beyond the SM and experimental searches for new physical phenomena.
One prominent category of such experiments is the search for violation of parity (P ) and time (T ) reversal symmetries in atoms and molecules [2] . In particular, investigation of nuclear spin dependent parity violating (NSD-PV) effects, which are the main focus of this work, can be used to test low-energy quantum chromodynamics and parity nonconservation in nuclei [3] .
The NSD-PV term of the electronic Hamiltonian for a specific nucleus can be written as [2] ,
where G F ≈ 1.435850(1) × 10 −62 J·m 3 ≈ 2.222516(1) × 10 −14 E h ·a 3 B is the Fermi coupling constant [4] , E h is the * a.borschevsky@rug.nl
Hartree energy, a B is the Bohr radius, α the Dirac matrices in the standard representation, I the nuclear spin, r i the electronic coordinates for electron i, and ρ(r i ) the (normalized) nuclear density distribution. This contribution is only present for nuclei with I = 0, and for open-shell atoms or molecules because of Kramers symmetry. The three dimensionless nuclear κ parameters are associated with the different sources of the NSD-PV effects. The first term, κ A , comes from the nuclear anapole moment interaction and will be discussed in more detail below. The second term κ ax arises from the electroweak neutral coupling between the electron vector and nucleon axial-vector currents (V e A N ) [5] ; theoretical prediction of κ ax within the nuclear shell model can be found in Ref. [6] . The third contribution κ hfs originates in the nuclear-spin-independent weak interaction combined with the hyperfine interaction [7] . The coefficients κ hfs were derived using different models, for example in Refs. [8] [9] [10] . The anapole moment was first predicted by Zel'dovich [11] in 1958. It appears in the second-order multipole expansion of the magnetic vector-potential simultaneously with the P -and T -violating magnetic quadrupole moment [12] . In a simple valence nucleon model κ A has the following form [13] , κ A = 1.15 × 10
Here, K = (−1)
2 −l (I + 1/2), l is the orbital angular momentum of the external unpaired nucleon i = n, p; µ p = +2.8, µ n = −1.9, and A is the atomic mass number. Theoretical estimates give the dimensionless strength constant for nucleon-nucleus weak potential |g p | ≈ 4.6 arXiv:1808.02771v2 [physics.atom-ph] 30 Aug 2018 for a proton [13] , and |g n | ∼ 1 for a neutron [14] . Due to the A 2/3 scaling of this effect, the nuclear anapole moment provides the dominant NSD-PV contribution for systems containing heavy nuclei [3] . The determination of nuclear anapole effects can contribute to the fundamental understanding of parity violation in the hadronic sector [3, 15] .
To date, only one observation of a non-zero nuclear anapole moment was achieved using a Stark-PV interference technique in an experiment on the 133 Cs atom [16] , where the main source of the anapole moment was due to the unpaired proton. The value of κ A for 133 Cs was determined as κ A =364(62)×10 −3 [14] . Further measurements on Cs and other alkali atoms using the ground state hyperfine splitting have been recently proposed [17] . Complementary measurements are also being performed on atoms with unpaired neutrons, such as 171 Yb [18] and 212 Fr [19] .
It was shown early on [8, 20, 21] that NSD parity violating effects are strongly enhanced in diatomic molecules with 2 Σ 1/2 and 2 Π 1/2 electronic states due to the mixing of close rotational states of opposite parity. Thus, these systems provide a different, advantageous route for the search for these phenomena. An experiment to measure NSD-PV effects using the Stark-PV interference technique in polar diatomic molecules was proposed in 2008 by DeMille et al. [22] . In this approach, the opposite parity rotational or hyperfine levels of ground state molecules are tuned to near-degeneracy by a magnetic field, causing dramatic amplification of the parity violating effects [23] . Highly sensitive measurements of this type using the 138 BaF molecule were demonstrated recently [24, 25] . Another experiment based on optical rotation measurements in 199 HgH was also proposed [26] . In diatomic molecules with non-zero nuclear spin and 2 Σ 1/2 and 2 Π 1/2 electronic states the nuclear anapole moment interaction can be rewritten in a slightly simplified form,
with
Here, σ x and σ y are the Pauli matrices. The 2 Σ 1/2 and 2 Π 1/2 open-shell electronic states are twofold degenerate, corresponding to the two possible projections of electronic angular momentum along n, i.e., |Ω = ± 1 2 , where n is the unit vector directed along the molecular axis from the heavier to the lighter nucleus. The interaction H A removes the degeneracy and mixes |Ω states with different signs (parities).
The P -odd interaction coefficient W A is usually explored for the expression of the strength of coupling of the two different parity states. This coefficient depends on the electronic structure of the molecule and is defined for a given electronic state; it can be derived from the expression for H A as the transition element between the two different |Ω states [27] ,
Note that the matrix elements calculated between the same |Ω states are zero. Thus, the coefficient W A defines the amplitude of the expectation value of H A in the mixed-parity state. Knowledge of W A is required for extracting the nuclear anapole moment from experiment. It can not be measured directly, and has to be provided by theory. Needless to say the accuracy and reliability of the calculated W A coefficients is important for the meaningful interpretation of any measurement, and it is thus most desirable to employ state-of-the-art relativistic quantum theoretical methods for such calculations.
Here we perform relativistic coupled cluster calculations to obtain the W A coefficient for BaF within the framework of a finite-field approach. We investigate the sensitivity of W A to various computational parameters allowing us to estimate the uncertainty of our result, and finally propose a recommended value for interpretations of future experiments on this molecule.
To the best of our knowledge, only two previous studies used coupled cluster theory for the calculation of the W A coefficient. Relativistic two-component Fock-space coupled cluster theory was used to calculate W A and other P -and T, P -odd parameters for RaF (the authors estimated the uncertainty of the results as 10%) [27] . More recently, relativistic Fock-space coupled cluster method was used to calculate the W A coefficients of the 2 Σ 1/2 and the 2 Π 1/2 electronic states of HgH [26] . The majority of earlier investigations of NSD-PV effects in diatomic molecules such as BaF have relied on more approximate approaches such as semiempirical methods [22, 28] , where the W A parameters were estimated using experimental spectroscopic data. Kozlov et al. performed relativistic effective core potential (RECP) calculations in the framework of a selfconsistent-field (SCF) approach estimating core polarization effects by an effective operator (EO) [29] . Nayak and Das [30] carried out Dirac-Hartree-Fock (DHF) calculation within restricted active space configuration interaction (RASCI). Isaev and Berger [31] used a quasirelativistic two-component zeroth-order regular approximation (ZORA) combined with Hartree-Fock (HF) and density functional theory (DFT), and scaled the results using a semiempirical model described in Ref. [32] . We have previously carried out both DHF and DFT calculations of this property for BaF and many other diatomic molecules [33, 34] . In that work the average of the DHF and the DFT results scaled by the effect of core-polarization (CP) obtained from atomic calculations was taken as the recommended value; these results are designated here as DHF/DFT+CP.
II. METHOD AND COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
The calculations were carried out using the adapted version of the DIRAC program package [35] in the framework of the Dirac-Coulomb Hamiltonian,
where α i and β are the Dirac matrices in standard representation. The Coulomb potential V (r i ) takes into account the finite size of the nuclei, modelled by Gaussian charge distributions [36] . The P −odd interaction constant is a property of a given nucleus within the molecular environment and for a diatomic molecule we have two W A values. In this work, however, we entirely focus on the W A parameter at the metal nucleus relevant for future experiments.
In order to perform coupled cluster calculations for the W A parameter, we employ a finite-field approach (FF) [37, 38] . Within this scheme, the entire Hamiltonian of the system H is regarded to be a function of some perturbation parameter λ,
The nuclear density ρ(r i ) is of Gaussian shape, which is suitable for the fully relativistic framework of the present work. For small values of λ, the total energy can be expanded in Taylor series around λ = 0,
The calculations are performed at various perturbation strengths λ. If these are chosen to be small enough to remain in the linear regime, the higher order terms can be ignored and W A can be obtained numerically, according to the Hellmann-Feynman theorem, from the first derivative of the energy with respect to λ:
The perturbation strength needs to be sufficiently large such that the change in total energy is not lost in the precision of the calculations. We have tested the linearity of the above expression with different perturbation strengths applied, i.e. λ = 10 −6 , 10 −7 , 10 −8 and 10 −9 . Based on our results, we found that minimal error in linear fit is obtained for perturbation strengths of the order of ∼ 10 −8 . Furthermore, the energy convergence requirement of the coupled cluster iterations had to be set to 10 −12 a.u.
We have used and compared two variants of relativistic coupled cluster theory: the standard single-reference coupled cluster method with single, double, and perturbative triple contributions, CCSD(T) [39] , and the multireference Fock-space coupled cluster approach (FSCC) [40] . Within the framework of the valence-universal FSCC approach an effective Hamiltonian is defined and calculated in a low-dimensional model (or P ) space, constructed from zero-order wave functions (Slater determinants), with eigenvalues approximating some desirable eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian. According to Lindgren's formulation of the open-shell CC method [41] , the effective Hamiltonian has the form
where Ω is the normal-ordered wave operator and the excitation operator S is defined with respect to a closedshell reference determinant (vacuum state) and partitioned according to the number of valence holes (m) and valence particles (n) with respect to this reference:
Here l is the number of excited electrons. BaF has a single valence electron occupying the σ orbital and thus two different computational schemes are appropriate for this system. In the first scheme, designated FSCC(0,1), we start with BaF + . After solving the relativistic Dirac-Fock equations and correlating this closed shell reference state, an electron is added to reach the neutral state. At each stage the coupled cluster equations are solved to obtain the correlated ground and excited state energies. The extra electron can be added to the lowest σ orbital, or allowed to also occupy the higher states, thus yielding a number of energy levels and also improving the description of the ground state energy and properties. We have tested the influence of the size of the model space P on the calculated W A parameters. Within the second computational scheme (FSCC(1,0) ) the calculation begins from the closed shell negative ion BaF − , and an electron is removed to obtain the neutral system. In principle, the two schemes should give very similar results for the ground state, the main difference stemming from the different closed shell reference states yielding different Hartree-Fock orbitals (i.e. relaxation effects). In addition to the coupled cluster results, we also report W A values from second-order Møller-Plesset perturbation theory, MP2 [42] .
In order to further investigate the effects of electron correlation we performed open-shell single determinant average-of-configuration DHF [43] and relativistic DFT [44] calculations for W A by evaluating the matrix elements of the αρ(r i ) operator in the molecular spinor basis. To test the performance of various functionals for this property the DFT calculations were carried out with the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) functional [45, 46] , the Slater local exchange (SVWN5) functional [47] , the Becke-Lee-Yang-Parr hybrid functional (B3LYP) [48] [49] [50] and its Coulomb-attenuated version (CAMB3LYP*), adapted to accurately describe PV energy shifts in heavy atomic systems obtained from coupled cluster theory [51, 52] . Standard Dyall's basis sets of varying size [53, 54] were employed to investigate the basis set effects on the calculated W A values. To further improve our results we augmented the basis sets of the two atoms by additional large (tight) and small (diffuse) exponent functions (see below for details). Further investigated computational parameters were the active space in the electron correlation procedure, i.e. the number of correlated electrons and the chosen virtual energy cut-off. In addition we include the Gaunt term in our calculations [55] as part of the Breit interaction, which corrects the 2-electron part of the Dirac-Coulomb Hamiltonian up to order (Zα) 2 [56] . The Gaunt interaction is included self-consistently at the DHF step. Alongside the detailed investigations of BaF, we also perform calculations for the W A parameters of its lighter homologues BeF, MgF, CaF, and SrF in order to examine the dependence of W A on the nuclear charge of the Group 2 atom. The positions of the atoms were chosen according to the molecular experimental equilibrium bond lengths (1.361Å for BeF, 1.750Å for MgF, 1.967Å for CaF [57] , 2.076Å for SrF [58], and 2.159Å for BaF [59] ).
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The first important step in our investigation was a detailed study of the influence of the basis set size on the W A parameters; we also use this study to determine the best basis set which is still affordable computationally. These tests were performed within the DHF, CCSD, and CCSD(T) framework. In the coupled cluster calculations, 35 electrons were correlated and virtual orbitals with energies above 30.0 a.u. were excluded. We used the standard Dyall's relativistic basis sets of double-, triple-, and quadruple-zeta quality [53, 54] . To check the influence of diffuse functions, we have augmented the dyall.v4z basis with a single diffuse function for each symmetry (s-aug-dyall.v4z) and with two diffuse functions (d-augdyall.v4z). While diffuse functions are usually more important for chemical properties, a good description of the electronic wave function in the nuclear region is essential for obtaining reliable results for parity-violating effects [60] . In particular, it was demonstrated in our earlier work [33, 34, 61] that tight s and p functions have a considerable influence on the W A parameter at the DHF level, especially for the lighter elements. Thus, we also tested the effect of adding different types of tight functions to the basis sets (designated as ts for high exponent s function, tp for high exponent p and etc.). The augmentations (both with the diffuse and the tight func- tions) were carried out separately for each of the atoms, and the results are summarised in Table I . Going from double-to triple-zeta quality basis set increases the calculated W A value by ∼10%; moving to quadruple zeta quality leads to a further increase of less than a single percent on the coupled cluster level. The correlation part of the W A coefficient does not scale smoothly with the size of the basis set, and hence we did not perform extrapolation to the complete basis set limit. Adding diffuse functions for barium has negligible effects on the results, while augmenting the basis of fluorine reduces the W A value by 0.5% as the fluorine orbitals extend into the the domain of the Ba atom. Out of the large exponent functions, only the tight f -type function has a discernible influence on the calculated W A , raising its value by ∼1% on CCSD and CCSD(T) level (but having no impact on the DHF results). Adding a second tight f orbital leaves the calculated W A almost unchanged. We thus assume that the results are converged (close to the basis set limit) and perform the rest of our calculations using the optimized dyall.v4z+tf basis set.
Next we explored the effect of the number of correlated electrons and the size of the virtual space on W A . In the first set of calculations we keep the energy cut-off for the virtual space at a rather high value (500 a.u.) and vary the number of correlated electrons. Figure 1 presents the calculated MP2, CCSD, and CCSD(T) W A values. Overall, the difference between including 35 electrons in the calculation (corresponding to the commonly used cutoff of -20.0 a.u. in the space of the occupied orbitals) and correlating all 65 electrons is ∼3% for the three methods. We note that the major part of this difference does not come from the 1s orbital alone, despite its proximity to the nucleus, but rather comes from all the core shells. In order to achieve < 1% accuracy, all the electrons should be included in the electron correlation procedure.
In the next step we perform calculations where all electrons are correlated, and vary the energy cut-off in the virtual space (Figure 2 ). Unlike many other atomic or molecular properties, the calculated W A value does not saturate at the energy cut-off of about 30 a.u., but continues to increase. The difference in the value corresponding to cut-off of 500 a.u. compared to 30 a.u. is ∼3%, and the W A value continues to increase further beyond this point, albeit at a much lower rate (W A = 148.91 Hz for cut-off of 1000 a.u. vs. 148.40 Hz for 500 a.u.). The importance of inclusion of high lying virtual orbitals for the correlation of the core electrons was also observed by Skripnikov et al. [62] for the scalar-pseudoscalar interaction constant R s in the francium atom. We selected a final cut-off of 500 a.u. for the following calculations, which is a compromise between optimal accuracy and computational feasibility. Table II contains the W A constant of BaF (for the Ba atom), calculated at the DHF, MP2, and DFT levels of theory, using different functionals, and within various coupled cluster schemes. These results were obtained using the optimised basis set (dyall.v4z augmented by a single tight f function) and in the MP2 and CC calculations all electrons were correlated with the energy cut-off for the virtual space set to 500 a.u.
Electron correlation clearly plays an important role for this property, and the CCSD results are 25% higher than the corresponding DHF values. MP2, however, performs remarkably well and captures the majority of electron correlation, differing from the CCSD value by only 8%.
DFT results tend to be very close to the DHF value; in particular, the result obtained with the CAMB3LYP* functional, which is generally expected to perform well for parity-violating properties [52] , is almost identical to the DHF result, which is somewhat disappointing. Note, similarly disappointing results are obtained for electric field gradients of molecules containing transition metals [63] , and arguments about the failure of DFT can be found in Ref. [64] . As we expect that most density functionals lie in-between the DHF and the local density approximation (SVWN5) results, here this deficiency cannot be so easily fixed by adjusting the Hartree-Fock contribution in the hybrid functional as was done for electric field gradients [63] . Moving to the coupled cluster results, the triple excitations contribute very little and lower the W A value by ∼1.5 % only. We thus expect that the higher-order excitations in the CC procedure will not play an important role for this property.
As already mentioned, we have tested two variants of FSCC. In the first one, FSCC(0,1), the calculation starts from BaF + , and an electron is added into the virtual orbitals. Here we test two sizes of the model space: the minimal one, designated Model space I, where the additional electron is allowed to occupy only the lowest σ orbital (yielding the ground X 2 Σ 1/2 state), and Model space II, which contains 2 σ, 2π, and 2δ orbitals.
The second FSCC scheme, FSCC(1,0), starts with BaF − as reference state, and an electron is removed to reach the neutral system. Usually, one expects the FSCC results to be situated between the CCSD and the CCSD(T) values (for recent reviews of relativistic FSCC approach, see Ref. [65] ). The sector (0,1) results are extremely close to the CCSD(T) values; superior performance of FSCC in particle sectors compared to single reference CCSD has been observed in the past [65] . It should be noted that in this case increasing the size of the model space has negligible influence on the results. The sector (1,0) values are slightly higher than the CCSD ones, rather than lower as one would expect. This is probably due to the fact that the (1,0) calculation starts from a negative closed shell reference state, and the ba-sis which was optimised for the neutral system does not provide sufficient description of the more diffuse orbitals in BaF − .
The Gaunt interaction lowers the W A (on DHF level) by 0.7 Hz. We add the Gaunt contribution from the DHF calculation to the CCSD(T) result to provide the final (recommended) value for the W A constant of BaF. This value is designated as CCSD(T)+Gaunt in Table II. In order to put an error bar on this value, we need to examine the remaining sources of uncertainty within our computational approach. These include basis set deficiencies, the unaccounted full triple and higher order contributions in the coupled cluster procedure, the choice of the virtual space cut-off, and neglect of the full Breit and higher order QED effects. From the investigation of the basis set effects ( Table I ) we see that the contribution from the diffuse functions on the F atom, which we neglect here, is around −0.6 Hz, while the effect of tight functions beyond tight f (mostly stemming from the tight g) is +0.5 Hz. These two effects cancel out, but we take a conservative estimate of basis set uncertainty of about 0.5 Hz (on the order of magnitude of these effects), to account for any further shortfalls of the basis set. The difference in the values of W A calculated with a virtual space cut-off of 500 a.u. and 1000 a.u. is about 0.5 Hz and it seems that saturation is reached; we thus take 1 Hz as the corresponding uncertainty. The contribution of perturbative triple excitations in the calculation via the CCSD(T) scheme is −2.26 Hz. In CCSD(T) the triple excitations are included fully in the fourth order in perturbation theory, and part of the 5th order terms is also included [66] . To test the stability of this scheme, we present the results of CCSD-T calculation where further fifth-order terms are included [67] , as well as the CCSD+T approach [68] , where the triple corrections are treated only at forth-order level. These values are also shown in Table II . While CCSD+T has the strongest effect on the calculated W A (−2.77 Hz), addition of the fifth order terms moderates the contribution of the triple excitations, and the difference between CCSD(T) and CCSD-T is negligible. Currently there is no possibility to evaluate the contribution of quadruple and higher excitation, but as the triple excitation contribution is already quite small, we may safely neglect the higher order ones. We take twice the difference between CCSD+T and CCSD-T (1.5 Hz) as the uncertainty due to incomplete treatment of correlation. We assume that the effect of replacing the Breit term by the Gaunt interaction and neglecting QED effects is not more than the contribution of the Gaunt term itself (∼ 0.7 Hz). The final source of uncertainty is in the numerical nature of the finite field approach, where a slight dependence on the size of the perturbation can emerge, and for small fields numerical noise might be a factor. Test calculations we carried out show that these effects are small, up to 0.5 Hz. Summing up all of the above effects we get an uncertainty estimate of 2 Hz, or 1.5 %.
Table II also contains the results of the previous in- vestigations of the W A parameter of BaF. The majority of these studies used approximate methods, such as DHF and DFT, or semiempirical approaches. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first investigation of this property in BaF within a relativistic coupled cluster approach, and thus direct comparison with earlier values is perhaps difficult. Our present DHF value is in excellent agreement with the RECP-SCF result of Kozlov et al. [29] . However, when these authors include an effective operator (EO) to account for core polarization effects, their final value overshoots the result obtained here. The DHF and DFT results of Ref. [31] are close to the corresponding present values but the scaling scheme seems to overcompensate for the spin-polarization effects, similar to that employed in Ref. [29] . Our earlier DHF and DFT calculations are in good agreement with the present results, as expected, and the final value in that publication, corrected for core polarisation, is in fact very close to our CCSD(T) result, supporting the use of this scaling scheme. The DHF result of Ref. [30] is larger than our value and other uncorrelated calculations [29, 34, 69] , but their RASCI value is again close to our present CCSD(T) result. It is expected that the magnitude of
electronic state scales as Z 2 [7] , where the relativistic enhancement parameter R W (R W ≥ 1) is defined as follows [8] :
Here, α is the fine-structure constant, r 0 is the nucleus radius, taken here as r 0 = 1.2 × 10 −15 m [3] , Γ(x) the gamma function, and a B is the Bohr radius. To test this dependence, we have calculated the W A parameters of the other alkaline earth metal fluorides. These calculations were performed with the standard Dyall's v4z basis set; all the electrons were correlated, and the energy cutoff for the virtual space was again set at 500 a.u. Table  III contains the calculated W A parameters at the DHF, DFT, MP2, and CCSD(T) levels of theory. In Figure 3 , we show log 10 |WA| RW as a function of log 10 (Z) for these systems. The results are fitted by a linear function:
For the four computational methods the scaling factors a are more or less identical (1.77 for DHF, 1.76 for B3LYP, 1.79 for MP2, and 1.80 for CCSD(T)), in spite of very different W A values, implying that the trend is not sensitive to the treatment of electron correlation. Gaul et al. report a similar finding concerning the scaling of the P − and T − violating parameters W d and W s in this group of molecules [70] . It should be mentioned that for other sets of molecules investigated in Ref. [70] (i.e. Group 4 oxides and Group 12 hydrides) this is not the case, and the Hartree-Fock and DFT scaling differ significantly. The scaling we obtain here is close (if slightly lower) to the expected Z 2 dependence and in good agreement with the scaling derived from the earlier DHF+DFT results [34] and that of Ref. [31] . In this group of molecules, no additional enhancement due to electronic structure effects is observed (unlike in group 12 fluorides, for example, where the scaling is predicted to be 2.4 [34] ).
CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we presented high accuracy relativistic coupled cluster calculations for the nuclear spin dependent P -odd interaction constant W A of BaF. The effect of various computational parameters on the obtained result was explored; these include the choice of the basis with log 10 (Z) for the selected alkaline earth fluorides. set, treatment of electron correlation, number of correlated electrons, size of the virtual space, and inclusion of the Gaunt term. We find that inclusion of electron correlation raises the calculated W A value by about 25%; the rest of the parameters have a much weaker effect on the results, on the order of a single percent. Furthermore, performance of various DFT functionals for this property was investigated and found lacking. We propose a final recommended value of W A = 147.7 Hz for BaF, obtained from the CCSD(T) calculation using the optimised basis set and corrected for the Gaunt contribution. This result, with its estimated uncertainty of 1.5% will be useful for interpretation of future experiments on this system. We have also investigated the scaling of the W A parameter in Group 2 fluorides, and found it to be close to the expected Z 2 behavior. 
